Antidiabetic, Chemical, and Physical Properties of Organic Vanadates as Presumed Transition-State Inhibitors for Phosphatases.
Studies of antidiabetic vanadium compounds, specifically the organic vanadate esters, are reviewed with regard to their chemistry and biological properties. The compounds are described from the perspective of how the fundamental chemistry and properties of organic vanadate esters impact their effects as inhibitors for phosphatases based on the structural information obtained from vanadium-phosphatase complexes. Vanadium compounds have been reported to have antidiabetic properties for more than a century. The structures and properties of organic vanadate complexes are reviewed, and the potency of such vanadium coordination complexes as antidiabetic agents is described. Because such compounds form spontaneously in aqueous environments, the reactions with most components in any assay or cellular environment has potential to be important and should be considered. Generally, the active form of vanadium remains elusive, although studies have been reported of a number of promising vanadium compounds. The description of the antidiabetic properties of vanadium compounds is described here in the context of recent characterization of vanadate-phosphatase protein structures by data mining. Organic vanadate ester compounds are generally four coordinate or five coordinate with the former being substrate analogues and the latter being transition-state analogue inhibitors. These studies demonstrated a framework for characterization of five-coordinate trigonal bipyramidal vanadium inhibitors by comparison with the reported vanadium-protein phosphatase complexes. The binding of the vanadium to the phosphatases is either as a five-coordinate exploded transition-state analogue or as a high energy intermediate, respectively. Even if potency as an inhibitor requires trigonal bipyramidal geometry of the vanadium when bound to the protein, such geometry can be achieved upon binding from compounds with other geometries. Desirable properties of ligands are identified and analyzed. Ligand interactions, as reported in one peptidic substrate, are favorable so that complementarity between phosphatase and coordinating ligand to the vanadium can be established resulting in a dramatic enhancement of the inhibitory potency. These considerations point to a frameshift in ligand design for vanadium complexes as phosphatase inhibitors and are consistent with other small molecule having much lower affinities. Combined, these studies do suggest that if effective delivery of potentially active antidiabetic compound such a the organic vanadate peptidic substrate was possible the toxicity problems currently reported for the salts and some of the complexes may be alleviated and dramatic enhancement of antidiabetic vanadium compounds may result.